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Get involved! Participate in performance design research - 9th – 13th September  

All week the TESTing projects will be conducting research in and around World Stage Design 2013. 

Five of the projects involve open workshops which are free of charge to WSD participants and 

visitors:  

 Machine for Living.  Part One: A Devised Divination. 

 I’ve been here before.   

 experiential theatre & sensable screening: >>PROJECTED SCULPTURES/ SCULPTING WITH 

PROJECTIONS>> 

 Making Up Two Minds-a scenographic experiment. 

 Space +Page: rehearsing through drawing. 

  

Read more about each participatory project below: 

 

Project: Machine for Living.  Part One: A Devised Divination. Researcher: Rat Western, Rhodes 

University, South Africa. 

This project involves workshops which are open and free of charge to all WSD participants and 

visitors (see below for further information). To participate in the workshops, please email: 

star.rat@gmail.com 

Main research question: To what degree is design, which interprets abstract human values, 
culturally or individually specific and how do multiple and varied spatial and narrative constructions 
of these design elements effect and/or change the readings of these designs by an audience? 
 
Research context: Machine for Living is a site specific performance which will eventually take place 
in 2014 in Grahamstown, South Africa.  The event which marks the anniversary of 20 years of 
democracy in South Africa and the 40th year of the National Arts Festival contemplates notions of 
living in community.  This is not necessarily a celebratory vision, but rather an exploration of the 
complexities of diversity either through our own sometimes conflicting psyches or in combination 
with a culturally diverse, multipart national identity. 
 
Drawing its name from the Le Corbusier quote ‘the house is a machine for living’ this project 
borrows the slightly sinister overtones of constructing a living space as something mechanical rather 
than humanist and gives a nod to the machinations of politics that try to create a singular narrative 
by which to define identity.  The idea of design being strictly related to physical functionality is a 
denial of aesthetic habits of collecting and hording objects of personal, political or spiritual 
importance.  Objects which have emotive, cultural or religious significance through which we 
construct narratives and rituals for our daily lives, define meaning in our environments. 
 
The context of my research is particular for me in relationship to a future project but, I believe will 
have significance for those involved and those attending either the final workshop event or 
presentation in examining how design may be collaboratively fashioned and how this design in 
variable combination effects and affects audience interpretation of said design. 
 
Research methods: As an introduction to possible future collaboration on this project, designers and 
performers are invited to attend a four part workshop.  The final results of this workshop will be a 
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public event which will be a tool of reflection for those involved, on how ostensible personal 
interpretations of abstract human conditions are received and interpreted by an audience.   
 
A practical workshop which will devise a number of small design objects/and or performative 
vignettes based on abstract human conditions will lead up to a final event in which a limited 
audience will be invited to participate with the designs and co-construct narratives utilising these 
designs.  The event will be followed with a final presentation of the designs and audience feedback. 
 
Web links to related work: 
http://ratwestern.co.za/art.html 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ec0-REK3J8 
http://ratwestern.co.za/art2.html 

 

Project: I’ve been here before.  Researchers: Inês de Carvalho, Visões Úteis’ Designer for 

Performance and Landscape Art, Independent Scholar and Carlos Costa, Visões Úteis’ Artistic and 

Production Director, Playwright and Performer, PhD candidate at Coimbra University 

This project involves workshops which are open and free of charge to all WSD participants and 

visitors (see below for further information). To participate in the workshops, please email: 

inesdecarvalho@hotmail.com 

Research context: Where do audience, artist and work stand; how do they interact in the experience 

of space and the management of meaningful places where reality and fiction are staged? Taking the 

Audio Walk as a challenging proposition within the wider scope of performance art, to then 

deconstruct and reassemble its core elements, we will address the issues of participation, mediation, 

authorship and randomness in non-conventional processes of theatrical production and reception.  

We observe that space and performance design and interpretation have been progressively 

transferred to the viewer, investing him with the power to act, enact and creatively decide. In Visões 

Úteis’ we embrace this paradigm, directing theory and practice towards a deeper understanding of 

the politics and ethics of participation. Our out-of-format theatrical projects tend to implicate the 

audience in the writing and designing of the work, in making meaning, reconfiguring its relationship 

with the artist, who chooses to abdicate controlling or closing the artistic object. “I´ve been here 

before” research workshop will be testing boundaries and definitions. 

This workshop could be of interest to fellow academic researchers and practitioners who explore 

dynamic artistic formats and contexts that re-situate the relational triangle audience/space/fiction. 

Research method: We invite participants to investigate a specific situation staged in space and 

mediated by tensions between fictional and non-fictional events. These will be documented and 

http://ratwestern.co.za/art.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ec0-REK3J8
http://ratwestern.co.za/art2.html
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presented for critique and interaction. The presentation format will question the performance 

material, discourse and reception, opening the possibility of returning to the space for an immersive 

experience of Audio Walk. 

Web links to related work: 

www.visoesuteis.pt 

www.inesdecarvalho.com 

Further information for potential participants:  

In this workshop we invite participants to engage creatively, by performing a journey composed of 

moments of passage and interlude through real and fictional spaces at WSD2013. 

This research project suggests we are walkers of space, editors of real life, performers of a global 

stage, storytelling the world. 

We will address the issues of participation, mediation, authorship and randomness in an alternative 

process of theatrical production and reception - the audio walk, as a challenging proposition within 

the wider scope of performance art, towards a broader understanding of the experience of space. 

Where does audience, artist and work stand and how do they interact in the experience of space 

and the management of meaningful places where reality is sampled and edited, and fiction is 

staged? “I’ve been here before” is an open research workshop that will use the concept and format 

of a non-conventional form of theatre called audio walk, as a challenging proposition within the 

wider scope of performance art, towards a broader understanding of the experience of space. 

By deconstructing and reassembling its core elements, we will address the issues of participation, 

mediation, authorship and randomness in alternative processes of theatrical production and 

reception. The audio walk is a form of performance art that shows very effectively how the act of 

designing for space and performance has progressively been transferred to the viewer, exposing his 

growing empowerment as participant in the completion of the work, which remains persistently 

open. 

In this research project we suggest we are walkers of space, editors of real life, performers of a 

global stage, storytelling the world. 

During the course of 5 days (9th – 13th September), we invite participants to investigate a situation 

staged in space and mediated by tensions created between fictional and non-fictional events. By 

installing silent scenes as a way of mapping the WSD2013 exhibition space, we incite the public to 

interact. 

We welcome WSD2013 visitors and participants to engage creatively in “I´ve been here before” open 

workshop. Not only for presentation and debate moments, but also to take part in the audio walk 

http://www.visoesuteis.pt/
http://www.inesdecarvalho.com/
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through WSD2013 exhibition grounds. A Journey through real and fictional spaces, composed of 

moments of passage and interlude. 

Day 1: 

Groups of chairs are assembled and set in specific locations in the WSD2013 grounds. Within this 

context, such groups of seats may easily be perceived as atmospheric resting stations for visitors. 

Some might restrain their action to a passive point of observation, perhaps because of the aesthetic 

value of these objects, varying in period and style, or the gesture behind its placement, or even 

because theatrical chairs can be as charismatic and drama impregnated as theatrical characters. 

Day 2: 

Throughout the day, a camera will register, from a fixed point of view, the installation and visitor 

interaction, with time lapse stills [shot at 1minute intervals] 

Day 3: 

The sequences of stills will be shown, edited randomly, in real time, by the addition of soundtrack 

and spoken word. Result and process are viewed and questioned by the assembly of researchers 

practitioners and participants in open discussion. 

Participants are invited to audio walk the installation in WSD2013 exhibition space, utilizing audio 

material previously assembled. In this case we subtract the image stills. Personal phones and tablets 

will be the perfect support and technical interface to guide participants through the walk. 

Day 4: 

Another opportunity for participants to take part in the audio walk and give precious feedback from 

their experience. 

Day 5: 

We meet again in open lab to share and cross ideas, experiences and address the issues raised by 

the audio walk as a form of designing for space and performance. 

 

 

Project: experiential theatre & sensable screening: >>PROJECTED SCULPTURES/ SCULPTING WITH 
PROJECTIONS>> Researcher: Maiju Loukola, Scenographer, Doctoral candidate & Researcher in 
Aalto-ARTS (Aalto University School of Art, Design and Architecture Helsinki) 

 
This project involves workshops which are open and free of charge to all WSD participants and 

visitors (see below for further information). To participate in the workshops, please email: 

maiju.loukola@aalto.fi 
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Main research question: In my research I approach spatial image projections in terms of 
>>PROJECTED SCULPTURES/ SCULPTING WITH PROJECTIONS>>. The aim is to propose newly 
articulated insights on experiential, embodied visibilities of image/light projections as live/d, 
experiential, re-active, participatory scenographic medium.  

I invite colleagues to join in TESTing ‘screen’ as spatial, experiential, 360˚, temporal, moving and 
transitory. As point of departure we’ll make visible our distinction with the tradition of 
‘2D/cinematic/flat screen’ or any other version of the ‘Albertian window’. Instead, we place 
ourselves in the midst of the opaque, multi-layered staging of ‘lived, spatial, tactile, dimensional 
screen/ing’. 

Experiential theatre calls for experi(m)ental means, both in terms of art praxis and 
conceptualisation. To me to re-search indicates most of all a constant transforming of & 
experimenting with viewpoints on practices, comprehending, re-theorising. It is taking a free fall 
towards the pushing of limits, the (re)articulation and (re)translation through embodied practice.  

 

Research context: My research builds up in the crossroad of expanded scenography, media 
aesthetics, genealogy of moving image (expanded and live cinema) and installation art. 
Phenomenological thematizations of bodily perception and gaze/vision are addressed.  

The starting point of my research is what I like to call multi-sensuous materiality. To me it is 
important to understand ‘mediality’ from the viewpoint where ‘media’ are connected to both 
meaning making and sensable perception.  

In terms of ‘sculpting’ the spatial practices of image projections stage ‘another kind of visibility’ 
which emphasizes the dimensionality, transformativity, tactility and spatiality of the ‘screen itself’. 

 

Research methods:  

Each TESTing session STARTS WITH 1 HOUR INTRO & DISCUSSION in Seligman Studio at 12:00, 
FOLLOWED BY 2 HOURS OF VIDEO SCULPTING in studio or in ‘sites lost & found’.  

The basic methodological structure is circular: in each session we approach >>PROJECTED 
SCULPTURES/SCULPTING WITH PROJECTIONS>> from slightly diffetrent angle. Those include sub-
themes such as BODY AS SCREEN, LIVED SCREENS, MOVING SCREENS, RE-ACTIVE SCREENS  

I will introduce our daily starting point by providing an intensive snapshot on the background on 
each theme. Together with the participants, we will negotiate & TEST ways of acting out embodied 
propositions for making ‘screen’ appear through experiential knowledge production processes. We 
will produce instant stills, installations, performative acts, speeches. 

Our attitude will be art and context sensitive — keeping in mind critical consciousness of the modes 
and conceptions of moving image -related spatial artistic practices (installation art, site- and 
situation-specific art, performance art, public demonstrations).   

 

Web links to related work: 

https://reseda.taik.fi/Taik/jsp/taik/Researcher.jsp?lang_global=en&id=21673 

http://figuresoftouch.com/?page_id=3 

 

 

https://reseda.taik.fi/Taik/jsp/taik/Researcher.jsp?lang_global=en&id=21673
http://figuresoftouch.com/?page_id=3
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Project: Making Up Two Minds-a scenographic experiment. Researcher: xristina penna, independent 

designer and performance maker.  

This project involves workshops which are open and free of charge to all WSD participants and 

visitors (see below for further information). To participate in the workshops, please email: 

xristinapenna@gmail.com 

Main research focus:This research project sets the rules for a trans-disciplinary scenographic 

experiment that investigates the mind and its processes, in terms of how information is 

communicated, processed, represented and transformed.   

Research context: This scenographic experiment constitutes a Practice as Research enquiry that falls 

within current research on the intersection of cognitive sciences and performance.  

It aims to score, document, archive and analyse the scenographic process by creating a multi-

authorial art piece staging collective recordings, transcriptions and visual interpretations of the 

audiences’ /participants’ responses. 

It focuses on the role of the audience in meaning-making and aims to give insight to the question 

whether or not the information entailed in a human voice, from it’s acoustical properties to it’s 

identity information, affects the scenographer’s/artist’s interpretation of space and how this may 

take shape.  

Research methods: Scenographers/artists/architects/or other-participants will be challenged to 

respond visually (using scale-models, drawings, photography, video, CAD software etc.) to a 

verbatim text in two ways: by initially reading it from a transcription and later by listening to the 

same text from a recording. 

Scenography will be explored as a process creating an ongoing dialogue between describing an 

actual space (by an audience-participant) and how this space is visually interpreted (by a 

scenographer/artist-participant).  

The product of this process will be the creation of a comprehensive database in the form of two 

web-blogs running parallel to the process. Blog A will reflect the dialogue between the written 

description of a space and its representation (by a scenographer/artist-participant) while Blog B will 

reflect how the initial representation (of Blog A) has changed (or not) after the same 

scenographer/artist-participant has responded to the same description by now listening to it’s 

recording and therefore hearing the audience’s /participant’s voice. 

The visitors of WSD2013 can experience the project both on-line via the two updated blogs and can 

witness the ongoing artistic process live.  

 

Web link to related project:  

www.aswespeakproject.org 

 

http://www.aswespeakproject.org/
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Project: Space +Page: rehearsing through drawing. 

 

Researchers: Filipa Malva, scenographer and PhD candidate at the University of Coimbra, Portugal 

Leonor Barata, choreographer/performer at Projecto D and lecturer at University of Coimbra, 

Portugal. Adriana Campos, performer at Projecto D. 

 

This project involves workshops which are open and free of charge to all WSD participants and 

visitors (see below for further information). To participate in the workshops, please email: 

filipamdv@gmail.com 

 

Main research questions:  

In what ways can the mutual understanding of the performers’ kinetic experience of space and the 

designer’s tactile experience of the page and drawing medium, be explored in order to facilitate an 

effective collaboration? 

How can the notions of theatrical energy, of proxemics and of negative space be used in 

collaboration through drawing in rehearsal? 

  

Research context: 

We intend to expand on Mendes Ribeiro’s concept of ‘space inhabitation’. We propose an 

alternative practice between scenographer and performer, based on the common ground existent in 

mark-making and choreography, in which gestuality is the foundation for space design. We use 

drawing to establish a dialogue between the creation of the performers’ ‘embodied knowledge’, as 

Robin Nelson defines it, and the scenographer’s impetus in the creation of the same space of 

performance. We believe this research can bring the performer’s and the scenographer’s creative 

processes further together and offer an insight into a common inhabitation of the performance 

space. It will also develop an specific methodology to drawing in performance.  

 

We believe our research will benefit academics and practitioners from different performance 

backgrounds interested in embodied or theoretical implications of creative processes. Particularly 

those interested in practice-as-research methodologies. We also expect visual artists working 

outside the academic community, such as drawers or architects, will find our research beneficial in 

its proposal to associate kinetic experience of space and tactile mark-making practices.  
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Research methods: 

The project will follow a recurrent process of research, in which both scenographer and performers 

search for ways to inhabit presentational space together, within the same time-frame. We will 

alternate movement improvisation, registered by imprinting ink on a contained stage with verbal 

and drawing interpretations of its negative spaces, absences and incidents, as described by Kate 

Burnett. All drawings will be purposely made in black-and-white. The medium should allow for speed 

and readiness in the drawing, providing a quick reaction to the impulse to draw. The sessions will be 

organized into three stages: first, inhabiting the stage/page space simultaneously through 

movement and drawing; second, building on each other’s improvisation through the interpretation 

of absences and incidents; and third, registering the body in space by merging bodily and drawing 

gestuality. By the final day we expect to have a scenographic storyboard, to be further developed 

into a performance, built from the common ground in the gestuality of drawing and dancing. 

 

Web links to related work: 

http://www.academia.edu/2209299/Drawing_the_Scene 

 

Information for potential participants:  

The participatory workshops are open to anyone with some amplitude of movement 

Who don’t mind getting dirty!  

To participate in the workshops, please email: filipamdv@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.academia.edu/2209299/Drawing_the_Scene

